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Steel blade Comb guides x3 Ergonomic
handle

Multifunctional facial hair trimmer

Blade 2



The Evorei Blade 2 trimmer comes with a set of comb guides (5 mm, 
3 mm and 1 mm), letting you precisely stylize your facial hair and 
trim it to perfect length.

Perfect
stylization



In just one move, you can quickly 
turn the trimmer into a facial brush 
that will let you keep your skin clean 
every day. Blade 2 comes with a 
brush head that is easy to mount on 
top of the device.reshF



Blade 2 comes with a a special 
trimming tip for nose and ear hair. Be 
confident in every situation, even when 
someone looks at you closely and 
inquisitively.

encounters
Close



This waterproof trimmer can be 
washed under running water, making 
it easy to keep the device clean.IPX6



Evorei Blade 2 works for up to 
90 minutes on a full charge. 

You can enjoy using the device 
many times before having to 

charge it again, which you can 
easily do using a USB cable.

to last

90
min

Power



90

Although hairs in your 
ears and nose are there 

for a reason, to keep 
them safe from dust 

and other small bits of 
dirt, they aren’t very 

aesthetic. To get rid of 
visible hairs in your ears, 

use a special trimmer 
tip for Blade 2. Its shape 

ensures that you won’t 
put it in too deep and 
damage inner parts of 

your ear.

ears



Ease of use is essential! That’s 
why Evorei devices are 

designed to provide comfort. 
Our Blade 2 trimmer has an 

ergonomic handle, making 
daily hygiene easy and 

pleasant.

handle
Ergonomic



People who sue Evorei Blade 2 can enjoy its modern look 
and intuitive use. The device is universal, letting you 

stylize every kind of beard, regardless of current trends.

Modern

Cleaning
brush 
included



The Evorei Blade 2 trimmer is fitted with a stainless 
steel blade that remains immaculate, no matter how 
often you clean it with water.



Technical specification
Model: EVOREI Blade 2

Features:

Battery:

Waterproof rating:

LED power indicator:

On/Off button:

Charging time:

Work time:

Comb guides:

Easy to clean blade:

Voltage:

Strong motor:

USB charging:

Dimensions:

Weight:

EAN code:

CN code:

Packaging weight:

Packaging dimensions:

PN:

trimmer, nose hair trimmer, face brush

1x 600mAh, Li

IPX6

Yes

Yes

2 hours

Up to 90 minutes

3x: 1,3,5 mm

Yes, detachable

DC5V 1A

With one trimming setting

Yes

165x28x29 mm

107 g

5902479672557

82102000

240g

115x211x47 mm

EVO-HIG-MS001


